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Introduction
• Translating and interpreting is considered as a dual act of communication interlingual

communication which replaces the textual material from Source Language (SL) to Target language
(TL) where the translator is the main person. (Baker, 1992; Catford, 1978).

• As a dual act of communication, translating activities should purposely aim to guarantee the
equivalence from SL to TL in every aspect there is. (Hartono, 2017; Syihabuddin, 2016)

• Equivalency relates to beliefs about the merits of translation as a cognitive product of the
translator. The said beliefs are related to the ideology of translation itself. (Ryan, 2020).

• The acceptability of translation cannot be separated from the inclination of the ideology of
translation. (Al Farisi, 2018).

• Practically, the ideology of translation directly aims translator when selecting the suitable
techniques of translating to handle micro units of translation, such as words, phrases, clauses, or
sentences there are in the source text. (Venuti, 1995)



Introduction
• There is a chance when translating, that the text is accurately translated textually,

but said text has no clarity to its meaning and seems unnatural. The text is very
difficult to comprehend and is ambiguous. This can be caused by the translation
method that only emphasizes the SL.

• The said tendency frequently happens in Islamic Boarding Schools in the practice of
n g a l o g a t.

• In the practice of n g a l o g a t, students and even teachers translate the Heritage
Book textually or literally, word by word.

• Is it possible to create an eligible and acceptable translation based on the tendency
of textually translating texts?



Literature Review
• The acceptability is aimed to match the naturality of the translated texts in SL based on

the reader’s linguistic’s principle and norm. (Munday, 2001; Umam, 2018).
• The acceptability assures that the aspects of translation, such as the accuracy, the

clarity, the naturality, and the relevancy of translated texts are to be fulfilled. (Al Farisi,
2014; Larson, 1998; Sperber& Wilson, 1995).



Method
• This study uses the qualitative method with content analysis model. Participants in this

study are 20 teachers that teach the Heritage Book and are from one of many Islamic
Boarding Schools in Bandung Regency.

• Technique used in this study is purposive sampling.
• This study aims to discover the acceptability rate of the Heritage Book’s translation 

(nashā‘ih al-Ibād) translated by teachers from Arabic to Indonesian.
• Sentences from the Heritage Book were randomly chosen and consist of jumlah
mutsbatah (positive sentences), jumlah manfiyah (negative sentences), jumlah
istifhamiyah (interrogative sentences), jumlah syarthiyah (conditional sentences), dan 
jumlah al-qasam (swearing sentences).



Method
• Instruments used to determine the acceptability rate in translated texts have been adapted from 

Nababan et al. (2014) with the following:
Translation Category

Skor
Qualitative Parameter

Acceptable 3 Translation result feels natural; technical terms used are

acceptable and familiar to readers: words, phrases, clauses and

sentences used match the Indonesia language principle.

Less Acceptable 2 Usually the translation result already feels natural; however,

there seems to be some grammatical error or the usage of

technical terms that feels off.

Unacceptable 1 Translation result is not natural and or feels like a formal type of

work. Technical terms used in this is unacceptable and unfamiliar.

• Lastly, after the percentage of acceptability is obtained from the translated sentences by 
teachers to Indonesian language, it is to be concluded and processed. 



Findings and Discussion*
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Bukanlah dosa kecil jika itu dikerjakan terus-menerus. Bukanlah dosa besar jika disertai dengan

istighfar (Is not a mistake if done continuously and is not a sin if followed by istighfar.)

SL:

TL:

From the data above, only 65% average of the whole data that are Acceptable. From this
situation, it can be concluded that translators need to upgrade their choice of words and how
they organize the results of translation so that it does not interfere with the acceptability rate.
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Gerakan ketaatan adalah panduan menuju pengetahuan, sama seperti gerakan tubuh adalah

panduan untuk hidup (The movement of obedience is a guide to knowledge, just as the body's

movement is a guide to life).

SL:

TL:

Correct translation: Gerak ketaatan merupakan tanda makrifat (mengenal Allah swt), sebagaimana gerak badan 

merupakan tanda kehidupan . (The movement of obedience is a sign of makrifat (knowing Allah SWT), as 

exercise is a sign of life)

From the data above, only 25% of the whole data are Less Acceptable. From this
situation, it can be concluded that translators need to upgrade their choice of words and
how they organize the results of translation so that it does not interfere with the
acceptability rate.
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Unacceptable

ِحْش ِمْن نَْفِسَك إِذَا أََرْدَت أَْن تَْستَأْنَِس بِاهللِ فَاْستَوْ 

Jika anda ingin hidup dengan tuhan, maka takutlah kalian pada diri sendiri

SL:

TL:

Correct translation: Apabila kamu ingin lebih cinta kepada Allah, maka kalahkanlah rasa cintamu terhadap

dirimu sendiri”. (“If you want to love Allah more, then defeat your love for yourself”)

From the data above, only 10% of the whole data are Unacceptable. From this situation, it
can be concluded that translators need to upgrade their choice of words and how they
organize the results of translation so that it does not interfere with the acceptability rate.



Conclusion
• The acceptability of translation by teachers on the Heritage Book nashā‘ih al-Ibād is rather high with the indication

that the translated text feels so natural and acceptable that readers easily understand the text. Based on the
obtained data, teachers translating the Heritage Book have 65% Acceptable, 25% Less Acceptable, dan 10%
Unacceptable of percentage.

• Generally, researchers observing the translation result categorize a translated text as Less Acceptable or even
Unacceptable because the translator do not have an excellent choice of words, some grammatical errors, and little
to no knowledge about Grammar and Vocabularies, etc.

• A perfect translated text is usually produced by qualified translators that have skills in linguistics, as well as a man
of science and culture.

• Recommendation.
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